## Schedule: Critical Perspectives on Nordic Gender Equalities

### UMEÅ UNIVERSITY
UMEÅ CENTRE FOR GENDER STUDIES

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dates and theme</th>
<th>Activities</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MODULE 1: March 20 – April 25</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **20/3** | - Recorded course introduction  
- Personal presentations **Mandatory for registration** | - Write a short presentation of yourself in “Discussions” |
| **Introduction & registration (LE)** | | |
| **21/3 - 28/3** | - **Theme 1.:** Welfare state regimes and gender equality: limitations or possibilities? (LE)  
- **Assignment:** Welfare state regimes (mandatory) | - Lecture (recorded)  
- Individual assignment **Deadline assignment 28/3** |
| **Theme 1. (LE)** | | |
| **29/4 - 4/4** | - **Theme 2.** Critical perspectives on the welfare state: the role of eugenics  
- **Assignment** Eugenics and the welfare state (mandatory) | - Lecture (recorded)  
- Individual assignment **Deadline assignment 4/4** |
| **Theme 2. (LE)** | | |
| **5/4 - 12/4** | - **Theme 3.:** The right to work? Women, class and gainful employment  
- **Assignment:** Women class and gainful employment (mandatory) | - Lecture (recorded)  
- Individual assignment **Deadline assignment 12/4** |
| **Theme 3. (JO)** | | |
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**13/4 - 25/4**

**Theme 4. (LE)**
Examination

- **Theme 4:** Examination and friendly feedback discussions
- **Assignment:** During the course of writing your papers, the assignment will be to comment on another student’s paper-so-far 19/4. Choose a time that suits you both. Use Zoom and document your discussions and submit bullet-points no later than 30/4

- **Deadline examination paper (up-load on Canvas) 25/4**

**MODULE 2**

**April 26 – June 02**

**26/4-6/5**

**Theme 1:** Poststructuralism and the reformulation of feminist politics

Lecture (recorded)
Indivudal assignment, deadline 6/5

**7/5-13/5**

**Theme 2:** The "doing" of Gender Equality in policy and practice

Lecture (recorded)
Individual Assignment, deadline 13/5

**14/5-24/5**

**Theme 3:** Heteronormativity, Sexuality, and Gender Equality

Lecture (recorded)
Group assignment, deadline 24/5

**24/5**

**Examination Opens**

Deadline June 2